
Summing up an entire year of studio 
time at RE-create in one newsletter 
is a daunting task, but as I reflect 
back on 2016, I am overwhelmed 
by a sense of blessing and vibrancy. 
RE-create has been graciously and 
continuously blessed by our circle of 
supporters this year, support which 
is essential to us offering a vibrant 
and healthy sense of community to 
the youth who come through our 
studio doors. Vibrancy is what comes 
to mind when I think of the amazing 
array of activities that happen each 
time RE-create opens our doors, 
and of the many faces (over 200 in 
2016 so far!) who participate in our 
programming. The studio is a place 
bursting at the seams with life, with 
expression, with colour, and with 
artistic mess. It is also an important 
safe space for so many youth in the 
community, a home of sorts in the 
midst of the turbulence of everything 
else that is going on in their lives. 

In 2016 so far RE-create youth 
have participated in four different 
exhibitions in exhibition spaces 
throughout the city. In March and July 
we hosted Art Crawl exhibitions in the 
studio space we share with Art Forms 
and Centre3, both times featuring 
stunning youth artwork. In March we 
mounted ‘Visceral Visions’, featuring 
artwork by two long-attending youth 
artists, Marie and Tanner. They 
worked hard to find connecting 
threads between the themes and 
materials they independently work 

with, and the end result was a fully 
developed, insightful show. 

In July we put on an exhibition of 
scanned pages from the art journals 
that many of our youth work on. Art 
journaling has organically spread 
throughout the youth artist community 
in Hamilton in the past year, as a way 
for youth to process their lives through 
text and image. We recognized the 
power of youth expressing themselves 
in this way and applied for a grant 
from the Hamilton Community 
Foundation to do a 12 week workshop 
series on art journaling. We are 
grateful to have received this funding 
and are currently running the group, 

led by art therapist Karen Campbell. 
Keep your eyes peeled in 2017 to see 
an exhibition of the pages that came 
out of the group!

In May 2016 we gathered RE-
create volunteers, youth, staff and 
community stakeholders to give 
their input on our Strategic Planning 
process. In the busyness of non-profit 
work, if can be difficult to stop and 
reflect on why we are doing the work, 
and evaluate how we are doing. Our 
Strategic Planning process let us do 
this, as we gathered volunteers and 
youth at different points to reflect 
on our strengths, challenges and 
possible future directions. With our 
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how you can help
partner with us to impact the  
lives of street-involved youth

Name _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

Address  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ 

City  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

Province  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ Postal Code  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

Email  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

 Please add my name to the electronic communication 
list for RE-create, so I can stay informed of upcoming 
events and art exhibitions. 

 � I would like to give:  
 $150  $100  $50  $25  Other 

I can make this donation on a  
 monthly  yearly  one time basis.

 � I would like to donate items such as: 
gift certificates to art supply stores, food 
vouchers, furniture for the studio space, 
etc. Please make cheques payable to RE-create Outreach Art Studio.  

RE-create is a program of Shalem Mental Health Network. 
All donations over $10 will receive a charitable receipt. 
BN 13056 6011 RR0001

Mail to: 
RE-create | 1 Young Street Suite 512 | Hamilton, ON L8N 1T8
Or donate online at www.shalemnetwork.org

artistic director 

“A generous person will prosper; whoever 
refreshes others will be refreshed.” -  a 
Proverb   -  

The notion that whoever refreshes or 
blesses will be refreshed resonates 
strongly when I think of RE-create 
and all that transpires within its studio. 
Generosity begets a generous space, 
cultivating the growth of more generosity. 
This is clearly true at RE-create. 

An extraordinary positive feedback loop 
occurs at RE-create. RE-create is not 
built on an us/them division. Instead, it 
is about shared time, a communion in 
which together we share and create. 
In so doing we shape and are shaped, 
influence and are influenced. Space 
emerges in which we can explore new 
ways and create new meanings. This 
is a relational process: the learning and 
growing happen within the context of 
relationships. In the field of interpersonal 
neurobiology, this reciprocal, relational 
process is called “intersubjectivity”. 

Intersubjectivity has three central 
components*. The first is attunement - 

being in sync with the other, connected, 
or on the same wave length. The second 
is joint focus of attention - attending to 
the same thing. In so doing we influence 
one another’s perspective. The third 
is joint intention - having a common 
goal. When these three components 
are present they effectively create a 
generous and safe space where growth 
flourishes naturally. I see so much 
evidence of this kind of space and growth 
occurring at RE-create in the interactions 
between youth artists, volunteers, 
student interns and RE-create staff. 

For me, the Battle of the Brushes, RE-
create’s annual fundraising evening, 
was truly one of these intersubjective 
experiences. It was “a communion of the 
saints”, a coming together of a diverse 
group of people from all walks of life. The 
evening was a culmination of the work 
of  Meghan, RE-create youth artists, RE-

create volunteers  and community artists. 
It was vibrant; the room was pulsating 
with creative energy. I appreciated how 
one of the artists who attends RE-create, 
Gordon, stood guard, welcoming people 
as they entered in the suit of armor he 
had made from cardboard at RE-create. 
He impacted people by his presence, 
even as he in turn was impacted by the 
many comments he received about his 
suit of armor. I had the opportunity to talk 
to a number of people who came to the 
event, all of whom commented on the 
positive and creative vibe in the space 
and the excitement of watching artwork 
evolve. Attendees were excited and 
energized, even as RE-create and RE-
create youth were energized and excited 
to experience the appreciation of who 
they are and what they do. Each one was 
blessed and refreshed by presence of 
the other. 

Betty J.B. Brouwer

* J. Baylin & D. Hughes, 2016, The Neurobiology 
of Attachment-Focused Therapy

Artwork by youth artist Janeil van Strien 



Our volunteers are essential to keeping RE-create running, 
and we love them a lot! Let us introduce Matt Linzel to you.
Matt Linzel is in his third year of studies at Redeemer, doing 
a double major in Clinical Psychology and Theology. Matt is 
originally from St. Catharine’s, ON, and is an avid photogra-
pher. We asked him a few questions: 

What inspires your artistic practice?  
My work in photography and film has always been driven by 
the joy of crafting and telling stories. Whether its an imagina-
tive pursuit of abstract ideas or the representation of what’s 
happening in my life, the love for sharing stories has always 
been my favourite part of the artistic process.  
 
What made you interested in volunteering at RE-create? 
The environment of encouragement and support among 
such a diverse group of talented young artists at RE-create is 
inspiring. As a volunteer, I was excited to join this unique com-
munity by building relationships and creating some powerful 
art with the youth who work hard at being the best artists they 
can be. These things considered along with the dedication to 
being a positive presence in the downtown core of Hamilton 
made RE-create a place I am proud to be a part of. 

What are some of your artistic dreams? 
It would be incredible to work with the Planet Earth series 
or National Geographic and have the chance to photograph 
some of the most unique places around the globe. On a 
smaller scale, I also would love to use the format of short 
films to share some of the more honest and intimate stories of 
everyday people living and working in our community here in 
Hamilton.

staff, and the larger Shalem staff, 
we then spent a full day reflecting 
and brainstorming about these same 
questions, and making some plans. As 
Studio Co-ordinator I was so thankful 
for the time set aside to engage in this 
process. It really rejuvenated me in the 
work. 

Summer was a time to have some 
fun as a community. Cirque du Soleil 
gave us free tickets to one of their 
performances, and we also had our 
second annual Tie Dye Hot Dog BBQ. 
This event, dreamt up by one of our 
youth, involves tie-dying T-shirts 
outdoors while enjoying food and 
music. This year we had a big turnout 
for the event, which we held in Beasley 
Park, and were grateful for food 
donations from Giant Tiger and Food 
Basics. This will be an ongoing tradition 

for us, and it was 
a great way to 
celebrate the hot 
weather. 

September 
marked our 
second annual 
Battle of 
the Brushes 
fundraiser, which 
once again 
was a huge 
success. This 
year 16 artists 
participated, as 
well as a team of 
seven RE-create 
youth artists, with 
over 170 guests 
packed into the 
Spice Factory 
to watch them 

create. We raised over $1,400, and we 
anticipate having to move to an even 
bigger space for next year! The energy 
of the competing artists was palpable 
in the room, and incredible works of art 
were completed in the 30-minute time 
period. This year the winner was RE-
create volunteer and Redeemer alum 
Rachael Bosma. Last year’s winner Phil 
Irish came in second, while Redeemer 
grad Kari Anne Eby finished third. 
Watch our Facebook page for your 
invite to next year’s event!

There are exciting things coming up in 
RE-create’s future as well. We have an 
exhibition of lightboxes created by the 
youth on display at the Hamilton Public 
Library’s Central branch in December/
January, as well as a show at 541 
Eatery and Exchange in February. 

We have received funding from the 
Hamilton Community Foundation 
to run a project called ‘Growing Up 
Queer in the Hammer’, which will focus 
on the experiences of our LGBTQ+ 
youth, providing them with a chance 
to express themselves through visual 
arts, writing and audio art. We are 
also starting an ‘Artist-in-Residence’ 
program, giving a chance to one youth 
per year who ages out of our program 
to come back in a leadership position. 
They will have a chance to focus on 
personal and artistic goals, supported 
by RE-create volunteers and staff, 
and produce a large exhibition of work 
through their time in the studio. 

This Fall we also came to the end 
of our three years of funding from 
World Vision Canada, funding that 
was essential for developing our 
programming to its current level. We 
are so grateful for the huge support 
that World Vision has made available 
over this time, providing guidance 
and support on so many fronts. As we 
face the future without this sustainable 
funding source, we are looking to 
private donors and grants to keep our 
programming happening. If you are at 
all interested in supporting RE-create in 
this way, please check the back of this 
newsletter, or call Shalem’s Executive 
Director, Mark 
Vander Vennen 
(905-531-
7227) for more 
information. 

Meghan Schuurman 
Studio Coordinator

BATTLE OF THE BRUSHES 2016

Part of my job this summer involved gathering stories from 
RE-create youth about their experiences in the studio. By 
conducting these interviews I was privileged to hear an array 
of stories from youth. One youth discovered RE-Create after 
being discharged from inpatient mental health care at the 
hospital. She was also new to the city and didn’t have any 
friends in Hamilton. She came to RE-create not knowing 
anyone, but quickly cultivated many friendships there, which 
she later reported built her confidence. Other stories included 
reflections on how instrumental RE-create was in helping 
young people find housing, employment, and mental health 
counselling. 

This summer RE-create wrapped up our three-year research 
project partnership with the Resilience Research Centre at 
Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Meghan and 
I filmed six youth for six to eight hours each as they shared 
and invited us into spaces and places they felt they belonged 
or did not belong in the city of Hamilton. The footage for each 
youth was then edited down to 15-20 minute videos, which 
the youth then watched and offered their reflections on what 
they saw. Because we previously knew the youth from the 
studio, each of them commented on their experiences at 
RE-create. The overwhelming feedback was that it provided 
them a sense of home; a place that has given them the space 
to find their sense of self-worth. RE-create is primarily an out-
reach art studio, but it is also a multiplicity of things to each 
person who is a part of its expansive community.

volunteer spotlight

summer reflections

Brett Klassen joined the RE-create team this summer. The 
funding for this position was possible through a grant from 
Canada Summer Jobs, Service Canada. Brett’s skills in 
videography and editing were invaluable to the research project. 
Brett’s ability to connect with the youth at Recreate was evident 
in the relationships developed over the summer. We are grateful 
to Brett for his contribution to the studio and his investment in the 
lives of the youth who entered the studio space. Brett also was 
the capable and entertaining MC at the Battle of the Brushes 
event.

Thank you for your support!
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how you can help
partner with us to impact the  
lives of street-involved youth

Name _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

Address  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ 

City  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

Province  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ Postal Code  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

Email  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _

 Please add my name to the electronic communication 
list for RE-create, so I can stay informed of upcoming 
events and art exhibitions. 

 � I would like to give:  
 $150  $100  $50  $25  Other 

I can make this donation on a  
 monthly  yearly  one time basis.

 � I would like to donate items such as: 
gift certificates to art supply stores, food 
vouchers, furniture for the studio space, 
etc. Please make cheques payable to RE-create Outreach Art Studio.  

RE-create is a program of Shalem Mental Health Network. 
All donations over $10 will receive a charitable receipt. 
BN 13056 6011 RR0001

Mail to: 
RE-create | 1 Young Street Suite 512 | Hamilton, ON L8N 1T8
Or donate online at www.shalemnetwork.org
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